Developed by the Minnesota Center for Reading Research at the University of Minnesota, Path to Reading Excellence in School Sites (PRESS) is a framework for literacy achievement in grades K-5 within multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS) or Response to Intervention (RtI) contexts. PRESS interventions address five essential components of reading, using research-based practices for student success.

PHONEMIC AWARENESS
The PRESS phonemic awareness sequence includes six interventions progressing from sound isolation, to sound blending and segmenting, and finally, to sound manipulation. The sequence of interventions are based on the recommendation that phonemic awareness instruction begin with easier phonemic awareness tasks, such as isolating sounds, then proceed to more difficult phonemic awareness tasks, such as manipulating sounds, and that each task is done with modeling and practice. PRESS phonemic awareness interventions utilize instructional approaches that have been shown to contribute to reading growth for students at risk for reading difficulties. In the interventions that target phoneme isolation, students match picture cards with phonemes in a process that is modeled and guided by the teacher. Select interventions also use Elkonin boxes to support students’ ability to accurately say the individual sounds in words.

PHONICS
The PRESS phonics sequence includes six interventions that begin with explicit instruction in identifying letter sounds and progress to more complex phonics patterns ranging from consonant patterns (digraphs and blends) to vowel patterns (silent e, vowel teams, and variant vowels). PRESS phonics interventions incorporate a variety of activities that are well supported by research. Early phonics interventions involve matching letter sounds to pictures in order to develop letter sound correspondence, a critical beginning reading skill. Later interventions include use of Elkonin sound boxes and identification of vowel patterns in words in order to read words in isolation as well as within decodable text.

FLUENCY
The PRESS fluency sequence includes four interventions. Fluency 1—Supported Cloze in dyads or triads involves supporting students in fluent reading by engaging in echo reading, cloze reading, and listening-while-reading which are well established as effective ways to improve oral reading. The PRESS Fluency 2 and 3 interventions engage students in repeated readings. In meta-analysis research on repeated reading, it was determined that in order to improve a student’s ability to fluently read and understand a passage, instruction should include the following: read a passage aloud three or four times, get a cue to focus on speed and comprehension, and receive corrective feedback on word errors. All of these procedures are represented in PRESS interventions. The PRESS Fluency 4 intervention, Partner Reading with Paragraph Shrinking, includes the fluency and comprehension components of Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS). Studies investigating PALS have found generally positive outcomes on reading fluency and reading comprehension. In the PRESS intervention Partner Reading with Paragraph Shrinking, teachers pair students together to complete activities that focus on reading practice, retelling, and summarizing. Students learn word correction procedures that are used during each activity.
VOCABULARY
The PRESS vocabulary intervention is built on components of effective vocabulary instruction: 1) providing rich and varied language experiences, 2) teaching individual words, 3) teaching word-learning strategies, and 4) fostering word consciousness. In the intervention, students learn important words selected from a children's literature book and discuss and apply the new vocabulary outside the context of the story. Research demonstrates that incorporating these components into the read-aloud is an effective setting for increasing primary grade students' vocabularies. Moreover, researchers have also found that students who participated in vocabulary instruction that involved generating synonyms, antonyms, and related words as well as using semantic webs did better on subsequent vocabulary and comprehension measures than students who participated in vocabulary instruction that involved writing the vocabulary word and using it in a sentence. These approaches are used in the PRESS vocabulary intervention.

COMPREHENSION
The PRESS comprehension intervention is a discussion-based approach modeled after reciprocal teaching. It includes explicit instruction in four metacognitive strategies that help students monitor their thinking: prediction, summarization, clarification, and questioning. Researchers have found that small-group interventions in which students are taught comprehension strategies in addition to metacognitive strategies to monitor their own thinking resulted in increased metacognitive knowledge and self-monitoring. Studies that measured general reading comprehension also found that reciprocal teaching interventions resulted in increased reading comprehension scores on standardized tests.
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